Title:TBA 
Abstract-
Written last, contents will be dependent on how far I get in the project, as well as what my results/comparisons are.  If I find something interesting, perhaps mention how it could be used/developed in the future.

Introduction-
The Main Injector provides users (particle phys, high energy phys, etc) with beam: an essential ingredient for experimental data.  Users have specifications (intensity, emittance, precision?, timing?) that accelerator physicists strive to meet.  Diagnostics play an important role in providing quality beam.  Many of the traits (<- look up some specifics here) of a quality beam can be ascertained from its position/movement in longitudinal phase space.  Explain here why longitudinal phase space is more indicative of good beam than say transverse phase space or longitudinal real space etc. (<-Check Syphers for explanation).  Tomography allows us to get an idea what the beam is doing, without being invasive.  Achieving an actual picture of the beam in longitudinal phase space is a fairly (fairly new or really new? how is our current method different/what method was it built on) new concept. (I'll go into how we do reconstructions now, I'm not sure how in-depth I will want to be yet)  As this/these method(s) have not been extensively tested or well documented by others, we may not understand everything the reconstructions are doing/telling us.  Therefore, further studies on the beams behavior in longitudinal phase space are necessary.  To do so, I have created a computer model (and compared it to our current model of how the particles move, if I get to that part) based Tan's paper, which is in turn based on Ng's paper.  This method requires a matched bunch (refer to Tan for elaboration on what matched means)(<-Perhaps I should leave the in-depth description until Materials and Methods).  While the beam in the Main Injector may not always be matched, understanding the computer simulations (and why they do or do not correspond to the current method), will reaffirm/refine wheat we know about the beam in longitudinal phase space.

Materials and Methods- a few equations and more than a few figures in this section
Maybe define what a matched bucket is here instead.  Then start with Hamiltonian equation for energy contour and how the separatrix is defined by the parameters (what I call k in my notebooks, and the rf frequency-or deltaTmax).  Use example contours to interpolate E vs. ActionA and choose evenly increasing action areas the and Emax's that correspond to them.  Project those evenly spaced contours to make sombreros (can I call them sombrero functions??).  A projection of the beam can be reconstructed by a linear combination of these sombreros. I count how many particles are in each sombreros corresponding contour. I'm going to try to briefly describe why the coefficients should be proportional to the number of particles in the corresponding contour- using what Tan describes, while translating his radial proof into cartesian reasoning.  This should reaffirm the fact that the bunches must be matched (at least I should think so, we'll see).  Describe the different beam parameters that were tested (mean, standard deviation, number of sombreros) and how multiple runs of the same parameters were taken.

Results-
First describe the ways in which the raw simulation data was manipulated (currently error-bar plots of multiple runs, maybe there is something to be said about the correlation as well). What sort of manipulation did I use to compare the coefficients and the number of particles per contour, (still working on a consistent way, have a few ideas) possibly as simple as multiplying by a constant in the pretty matched-beam cases. Here I'd also explain how I took the sombrero coefficients and made them back into a pseudo-reconstruction, IF I in fact get to this.
I'd also like to be able to compare a tracked beam that has reached equilibrium to my sombrero reconstruction, or maybe I could try to fit sombrero coefficients to the starting distribution, and then do so again after the particles have reached equilibrium (still need to define when I consider a beam in equilibrium)
Discussion-
unsure what to put here for the moment, the discussion section will largely depend on how far I get and whether my data does what I think it should do or not.
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Check Ng's paper cited in Tan's, see if anything is useful
